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By Donald Barclay
19~4 LYMAN William Hall,
age 81, 'emerged from an
Illinois prison that had been
his home since 1897, the year
he began serving a lifesentence'
for murder.' A return to society after a
fifty-seven. year hiatus . was' not to be
overlooked by reporters in search 'of a
. feature storyv.so the press was on hand to
meet Hall when he' walked out of the
penitentiary a free man. After answering as
few questions for the newsmen, Hall had a
question for them: "Who",' inquired the
long-time prisoner", "in the Sam Hillis this
fellow McCarthy?'" Who was Senator
Joseph McCarthY, R-Wisconson'i That was
probably the sixty- four-thousand
dollar
questi on 0 f 1954. '
Continued to page 8 •
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City .Council , City Council
,

byMarianne Flagg
This is thefirst of a three-partseries on
the candidatesfor the Boise'City Councll.
The Baise Redevelopment Agency and its'
plan. for> a .'downtown mall cast ..long"
lingering shadows over the. upcoming Boise
City Council race.
'
..

M.K. "Pete" Talbott would like to stand
. in that shadow from now until elections day'
on. Nov. 3.
.
And there.willbe:
acrowd'ofotber
candidates along with him. .
Talbott, a2Q-year oldretired utility clerk
for Union . Pacific ··Railroad, is battling

inc\.UnbentFredKopke fora two-year term
on the Co~nciI. ""
'.
.
, . Talbott. proudly claims that "lam
11
'one-issue. candidate, '. and. that issue is
dOWnto\\in redeyelopment.., He sees the
eles:tion?asessentiallya
"clear vote,". a
,re(erenduinonth,e.
B.R.i\.. and its, policies.
Continued to page. 22 -
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The Sim.on & Ba.rd JOzz- ••
Qu.artet
Returns to Boise!
_"
Two 'Shows - 7& 9:30. Tickets $4.50
. Available .ot rylusician's Pro Shop and .:
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DoctorGets the
Nuclear :Boot by Meg Fereday

by Pacific
News Service
DOl;1'tEat the Garnish.
The Reagan administration's declaration
that the Soviet Union is using toxic
chemicals in Asia is based on "seriously
incomplete" evidence, according to Science
magazine. Secretary of State Haig's "firm
evidence" of toxic chemicals, the magazine
says, turns out to be based on analysis of a
single leaf and stem contaminated with
Mycotoxins, a fungus mold the U.S. claims
does not exist naturally in Southeast Asia.
. Not so, according to fungus
experts-Mycotoxins may well occur
anywhere on Earth. When asked how
Southeast Asia was ruled out as a home to
the naturally-occurring poison, a State
Department spokesman said a search of
3,000 literature references to Mycotoxins
turned up no specific mention of Southeast
Asia.

One Good Brake,
Deserves Another
Law enfor~emen'f officers in three st~tes<'
are using the'carrot as well as the stick to
cOilvince drivers to obey t~~ law: in Swel~t
Herne, Oregon, the Traffic Safety
,
'Commission israndomly awarding 10 .
dollar prizes to drivers found to be wearing
seatbelts.And in EastClevelandjOhio,
a
municipal judge who wants to clean up his
books before retiring has announced a
half-price sale: 10 dollar parking violations
can be paid off for five bucks. Motorists in
southern California aren't so lucky: Los
Angeles police officers are giving speeders a
ticker-and a pair of dice. The dice are
loaded to come up five-five. The point:
obey the national speed limit.

The Buck Stops Here·
This word from budget director David
Stockman: there is no longer any such thing
as the "truly needy." The phrase, coined in
the early days of the administration, has
been replaced by "dependent poor."
Stockman offered to define that group as
including the elderly with low incomes and
little or no Social Security, the physically
disabled and mothers of "dependent
households" with very small children.

"Military Catastrophe"
One of the best and brightest military
officers of the Vietnam War says the new
U.S. arms buildup is a military catastrohpe
for the United States. David Hackworth
was the Army's youngest and
most-decorated full colonel, who resigned
in 1971 to protest Vietnam Wartactics--and
his opinion has not mellowed in the past ten
years. TheU.S. Military, he says, "could
not fight its way out of a wef'paper bag."
And America's military machinery is, in his
words, i'an Edsel, coughing and sputtering
all over the world."
In an essay published in Britain's
Manchester Guardian, Hackworth says the
Army brass isstiIl obsessed with "Buck
'Rogersjunk," such as the so-called "smart
bombs which actually mistook water
.buffalo for Vietnamese soldiers, and the .
M-16 rifle, notorious for jamming more
often than it fired.
Now the Pentagon is ready to spend one
and a half trillion dollars on what
Hackworth calls "a new generation of . '
'junk,"includingthe
B-1 Boinberand M-l
'Tank, which he calls "goodies and'
gimmicks" that make Pentagon planners
bappy.)mtSimply do'n~,t",orkon e.•:'
battlefield; '.:
'
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If you've ever met Dr. Carl Johnson, you
would find it hard to imagine that the mild
mannered "Mr. Peepers"-Iike
scientist
could have brought down the wrath of the
entire Jefferson. County Health Board
which he directed, as well as raising the ire
of'theJefferson County commissioners and
the Department of Energy ..To Johnson, he
.was just doing his job. But the controversy
his health research had uncovered created a
classic case of doing-a-job too well, and'
ironically paying for it.
,
After eight years of service on the health
board, Dr. Carl Johnson was forced to
resign this May. In August, however,
Johnson filed a lawsuit to.be reinstated to
the health board. The case is expected
to go before the Colorado Supreme Court
later this fall.
_.
Johnson,
while the. county health
director, became internationally known for
his research on the effects of radioactive
emi-ssions from nuclear installations. The
research's results hit too close to home.
when his studies showed .that excessively
high amounts of plutonium exist in the air,
water, and soil ofthe Denver area which
surrounds the Department of Energy's
Rocky Flats Nuclear Weapons plant.
In, 1914, Jefferson County commissioners directed Johnson ,to conduct a routine
zoning check on an area that was slated for
residential 'development just east of the
plant.· The proposed development area,
ho.VieY~[,did notrpass.Johnson's study wi!»:
'a' clean bill of health. Instead, his studies
uncovered a veritable Pandora's box of soil
contaminated with' plutonium.
.__ '
. "That box hasbeerropened,' and nobody
will ever be able to put the lid back on
-again,"
Ann Eckstrom ,said, former
director of the Denver-based" Business
Organized for' a SafeBoclety
(BOSS).
BOSS's goals, Eckstrom' said, are "to'
articulate
the inextricable
connection
between our biological and economic
well-being.' ,
Johnson's findings revealed that the
proposed
development
site was so
.contaminated that the amount of. pluto'nium was as much as 3,390 times more than
the 'normal' level established by fallout
levels from atomic bomb tests worldwide.
, In the wake of such findings, the county
commissioners, who appoint the health
board members. and the state health board
officials began a drive to 'discredit Johnson
and his studiesin an effort to smooth over
the coritamination findings, and. to protect
real estate interests in the area. Meanwhile,
the land Johnson had examined and found
contaminated was zoned for new construction by the county commisssioners.
Then, last year, Johnson announced his
findings from a three-year study funded by
a grant from the National Cancer Institute
(NCI) which said that the cancer rate
incidence was "significantly higher ncar the
(Rocky Flats) plant," and that the study
found more cancer cases than it expected to
find.
Furthermore; the report said, the classes
of cancer uncovered by the study were
unexpected and were the type that develop
in tissues that are especially sensitive to
radiation,or
radiosensitive, of the body.
They were the kinds of cancers "found in
excess in the survivors of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, such as leukemia, lymphomas
(cancer of the lymph glands), myelomas (a
cancer which involves tumors in the bone
marrow) and cancer of- the lung, thyroid,
'breast, esophagus, stomach and colon,"
the report said.
'
Johnson's demise came on May IS,
shortly after Charles
DeShazer,
an
unknown, filled the health board position
formerly held by Joanne Patterson, a self
avowed supporter of Johnson: The vote to
force JQhnsonto
resign won by a slim
margin of 3-2. DeShazer cast the swing
vote, and accordiil$ to both Johnson and
Eckstrom, he had been appointed by the
cQuntycommissioners
for, just that
pl1fPose. ]bhnsonhad
110 inkling that l,1e
,would be forced
,choose' between
.'

to

resignation or being fired until he was
informed as such at a special meeting of the
board held that day. He was given that day
to clean out his desk.
Even battles between the state and
county health boards c.pntinued. right up
until the time Johnson was forced to resign.
For example, Dr. Stan.Fergeson, a "DOE
man on the Colorado State Health Board
circulated a letter which said: 'I think
-Johnson is trying to publish his work in a
foreign journal, which shows what poor
work it is ... '" Johnson said.
That report, quoted earlier in this article,
is an exhaustive review of' Johnson's
radiation emission studies from the Rocky
Flats plant, illustrating-the cancer incidence
among residents in the Denver area. It was
published in the Royal Swedish Academy'
of Science's journal, AMBIO. ~T/1is is the
same organization that awards the Nobel
Prizes and has a very good peer system,"
. Johnson said .

William Agee. Photo
InformationServices.

Zuzel,

'Agee Speaks
by Janice Pavlic
Wiliiam .Agee, chairman and .chief
executive of Bendix Corporation, spoke in
the SUB Ballroom before an audience
packed with business people and students
on October 9.
.
Agee received his Associate of Arts
ldegree from Boise Junior College in 1958
land his M.B.A. wJ.th distinction' from
[Harvard in 1963. From 1963-72 he served
as senior vice-president and chief financial
officer of Boise Cascade Corporation. He
has been with Bendix Corporation since
J972 and is a member of the Business
.Roundtable.
'
, As featured speaker of BSU School of
.Business' distinquished speaker series Agee
addressed 'Reawakening
the Entrepreneurial Spirit--a certainty in America of the
'80's'"
•
His speech focused on the need tostep up
research and development, hO\'1"the U.S.
needs to begin investing, in' tlie space
program again, because of the byproducts
in the technological innovation it bears.
Interestingly, Bendix Corporation's Aerospace Group Manufactures
electronic
components for NASA.
'
He stated that we must reform the
relationship between business and government. citing the government and Detroit
for the failure of the auto industry. He
suggest we pay heed to the concepts and
philosophies
behind Japans
successful
takeover of the world's technological
market.
Next, he urged the managers
of
American enterprise
to endorse
and
implement, long-term
goals,
to· take
responsible risks, to look beyond the stafus
quo, by igniting the entrepreneurial spirit.
Agree's medicine cut hard' and drove
deep; His vitabilityand
logical directness
permeated
the audience producing
a
mixture of troubled awe and introspection.
The audience filed out understanding that'
there is a crucial need for' change in
American business. "
1

'
.

Dr. Carl johnson.

Trying to discredit Johnson's findings
has proved to be difficult under the
watchful eye of such endorsements by the
NCI and the Royal Swedish Academy of
Sciences. However, on a different tack.
opponents claim that Johnson was a poor
administrator and that he spent too much
time away from the office. Johnson's
supporters; however, point out that during
his eight years on the county health board;
he established
a system of regular'
performance evaluations of employees, and
:set up weekly staff meetings. If Johnson
had opponents in the health board, it
wasn't among the staffers, who gave him
an outstanding rating of performance.
Those who back Johnson say that he was
the victim of a job well done on a subject
that people with real estate interests could
not afford to have publicized:
Dr. John Cobb,
a University
of
Colorado professor, put it. this way: "I
think it was fairly clear that he was being
, forced to resign because he was bringing an
unpleasant message to the county that they
didn't want to hear--that there possibly is
In what may be the largest citizen
something causing cancer out there. What
petition eyer presented
to the' U.S.
do you do when you have unpleasant news?
Congress, the Sierra Club. brought 1.1
You kill the messenger." At the university,
million.signatures to' the. Capitol steps in
Dr. Cobb is- studying the levels of
Washington
D.C. The petitions
were
'plutonium in the tissues of people who lived
presented to Speaker of the House Thomas' ,
and died near Rocky Flats.
. "Tip" O'Neil, Monday, October 20 and
Johnson must now await the outcome of
call for Secretary of the Interior James
the reinstatement lawsuit. It may seem' Watt's removal from office,
..
strange that somebodyharrassed
out of his
"We and millions of Americans believe
job would want to return to the.Jefferson
Secretary Watt and his' programs
are
County Health Board. But there's a lot of
radically out of step with what the people
work still left to be done, and Johnson is want as our policy toward natural resources
not the type to leave something unfinished.
and 'the environment,'.'
Sierra Club
As Johnson said in his report, "Further
President Joseph Fontaine said.
'
study is warranted.
to pursue
the
. Bnvironmental leaders said they plan to
investigation of poor IS' understood, com" broaden their scope of attack to include all
plexdose-effect relationships between the of Reagan'senvironmental policies as part
concentrations of many radionuclides in ofan effort to bring out the "green vote" .
cells and organs and the incidence of cancer "
Fontaine ',said the. club will .employ a
and other somatic and genetic populations
,system for measuring how each candidate,
residing near nuclear installations."
,both
incumbents,and challengers, win stand
Indeed, a Pandora'!! box was opened.in
on the teriets:oflloWatt'spolicles fOf voters'
Jefferson county, but' if· Johnson" hadn't
use in the upcomingcongrelisionaI' ell:ctions,
openCct it, it wOulc,ihave oPeneditself,-""ui"1982;'
,"-'
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Idaho PIRG
In •the .·last presidential election the
GOP's used the slogan "Vote Republican
for a change."
How about action for a change?
As we know, no single political party can
affect change by itself. Citizens must be
involved in the process for it to work.
Two years ago, students at BSU actively
. organized to form the Idaho Public Interest
Research Group, Idaho PIRG. Forthe first
time ever in the history of Idaho, amajority
of full-time students signed a petition; a
petition which requested the formation and
funding of an Idaho .PIRG. Yet, the State
Board of Education failed to respond to the
student's request for the funding of this
.organization. On other. campuses nationwide, however, students have succeeded in
establishing their own independent state
PIRG's.
PIRG's are student-initiated,
studentrun, non-partisan, non-profit corporations
owned and funded by students. PIRG's
.perform research and act upon issues of
concern to students. PIRG's train students
-to use the tools of 'productive Citizenship.
Students,
involved
as active and
informed citizens, are a valuable addition
to society's decision-making
processes.
Idaho PIRG could, for example, perform
the necessary research to assist students
with issues ranging from the funding of
higher education in Idaho to surveys on " . beverages. Idaho has a large Mormon
population, and I doubt that Mormon
"housing, food, and health care.
parents want their. children to attend a
Because it is a student corporation you,
"drinking" university.
the students, pick the issues;
.
As for the argument I have heard that
If you feel like it's time for a change-it is
students need to relax with a drink so they
time for an Idaho PIRG.
can study better, the opposite is true. A
little tension actually heightens concentraTony Lund
tion. _
ASBSU President
Alcohol is bad news, any way you use it.
There should be less of it around, not more.
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""The comp\eie
The Innocent Bystander

How To Save Money
By Arthur Hoppe

Alcohol

't ;1I'
..

Carol Bachelder

The idea of having alcohol on campus
"as a fund-raiser" is the lamest excuse for
self-indulgence I ever heard. If this logic
holds, why not set up a nice prostitution
ring or have a few gaming tables in the
_Student Union Building?
" You see the problem alcohol causes in the
Stadium--rowdy behavior and loud, obscene language, so why should these things
be encouraged?
There are "watering
holes" on the edge of the campus where
students can go fora drink, and they can
even drink in their dormitory rooms. Don't
tell me Richard Smith climbed a light pole
because he was looking for a place to drink.
Drinking causes stunts like that, like the
Boise High student that climbed the smoke
stack andfelI to his death two years ago. If
these guys hadn't been drinking, these
things wouldn't have happened, because
both incidents were examples of clouded
judgment. With increased consumption,
there will be more incidents like these, not
fewer.
This may come as a surprise, but the
primary purpose of going to college is
education-not athletics, and not exercising
the dubious right. to consume alcoholic
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Waller
I feel.that. Greg Waller's article on CULL
was fairly complete and mostly unbiased.
I do have one objection, however, when
discussing Brian Harm,
Greg quotes
President Lund: if you were to listen to the
tapes .... Brian Harm comes highly recommended (pause) Denny Freeburn and Steve
have commented on his abilities."
I asked Greg to listen to the tape-he .
refused. The tape actually says "Brian
comes high recommended (1 second pause)
Denny Freeburn and Steve Dingman." No
reference to "commenting on abilities" is
made. Again, .President Lund appears to
have misrepresented the facts, this time for
publication. I invite anyone who disagrees
to listen to the tape, including Greg Waller.
How long can we go on allowing student
leaders to misinform students.
I urge you to sign the Recall Petition or
"call Tony Lund - 385-1440 - with your
concerns.
Helen Holt
ASBSU Senator
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Once upon a time there Was an Ant and a Grasshopper.
The Ant was a: thrifty, decent, hard-working Ant who believed in God, America and the
Laffer Curve. The Grasshopper was a flighty, disreputable, lazy Grasshopper who believed
in wine, women and creative financing.
One day, the Ant opened his pay envelope and jumped for joy. "Thanks to our glorious
president's historic tax cut," he cried, "my check is S3.42 fatter than it was last weekI
Supply side economics is working at lastl"
"I'll drink to that," said the Grasshopper. "If you'll supply the beer."
The Ant frowned. "I cannot," he said. "The president wishes me to take my tax savings
ofS3.42 and invest it in America in order to build new factories, create new jobs and provide
our little children with a rosy future, including both catsup and relish on their tofu
sandwiches. "

•••

•

So the Ant went down to Merrill, Lynch & Whatnot and purchased S3.42 worth of stock
in the Blue Chip Mfg. Co. A week later, the sadder but wiser Ant sold his Blue Chip stock
and hurried over to the First National Bank & Trust Us Corp. with his remaining S2.73.
"I should like to save my S2.73 in order to save America, as our president desires," said
the Ant.
" "Good," said the Banker. "Just save S2.73 a week in our 5-3/4-percent passbook
account and your heirs will pay no estate taxes on your savings if they fail to reach S600,OOO,
which they will fail to reach for 5000 years."
"I'm safe there," agreed the Ant. "And I see you are giving away two stuffed giraffes
and a stuffed vice president with each new account. But with inflation running at 10 percent
and taxes on the interest • . . "
.
"A-hahl" said the Banker. "What you want is one of our new 12-percent tax-free
All-Savers Accounts, which are for all savers who make more than 25 grand a year. I must
warn you, however, that there is a severe penalty for early withdrawal."
'~What is the severe penalty for early-withdrawali"
inquired the Ant.
:We.ch.o~ o.ff YO~lf h.and," said the Banker.
we Ant OCC1dcd it fiught be smarter to put his money-in a money market fund instead.
"We can offer you 17 percent interest and complete liquidity," said the Money Market
Funder.
"I'mnot sure I wish to be completely liquid," said the Ant, "but 17 percent sounds good.
Here's my S2.73."
_.
. ".
.
"\Vhere is your other $497.27 for the minimum deposit?" said the Funder, politely'
booting the Ant out the door •.
And. the poor ~t found that t~e same "held true for T-biUs, CDs, IRAs, Keoughs and
revolving, .tripartite, quadruple-indemnity
annuities with butterscotch seuce. He did
; consider buying some commercial paper. But all he could purchase for S2.73 was two sheets
of single ply.
"
·It wa.~at this point that something snapped. At the Daffodil Dell Happy Farm, where he
. now resides, the Ant cheerfully tells the other patients how he at last found a safe, tax-free
depository for the tax cut the president had given him. When pressed for his secret he says
,with a triumphant smile: "I ate it."
,
As for the Grasshopper, he had never worked a day in his life. So he didn't even have a .
pay envelope. What he had instead was a chain of massage and frosted yogurt parlors which
he'd acquired by borrowing to the hilt.
He now sold these at a handsome profit and, thanks to the president's drastic cut in the
capital gains tax, he saved SI53,687.42, which heinvested in a Swiss bank account. .

•••

....

Moral: If you would save money to become rich, you must first become rich to save

~~

Policy
Of course. TIlt! Utitll<TSiri News. accepU Letters-to-th .. lJdilOr~
but those letlm must be Iypewr!llen, double-spaced, and include
•. )'OUlIIgnatUre.addrei. and phone number; Sum addrt$s and
phone number may be used forverlficatlon qf for future contsct,
bilt ahaD nOl be printed.'
.

-. Lettm under 200 words shall be slven prloiilY; those
advocaling a poUlicaI nr academic viewpoint should Include the
allthor's polltlcitlarnllatlon,
academic credentials.
or
occupation.
.
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11Ie University News mmes the rlghllo edh for length or 10
reJect. letters:· lerving a. private commercial purpose of
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Red Hot ,Spuds
McCarthyism
In Idaho
Continued from cover
Just three years earlier McCarthy had
been an' obscure senator heading up an
obscure committe charged with investigatingcommunismin
thefederal government.
McCarthy's obscurity 'vanished in a' sea of
newspaper in", however, when ori February
10, 19S4he,t.oldci crowd in West Virginia
that he had the names of "57 card-carrying
communists" who were in the employ of
the State 'Department.
The wave of

Bing Crosby and Herman Welker pose in
Boise. "Stamp out those r-r-reds. " 1950,

"i

',-.

i

"

the Statesman assured "idaho readers of the
"unrelenting aim of world conquest by
communists." With so many things to be'
'ilfraidofirHhe new atomic world,ithardly
seemsstrangeto 'read,bf an FBI spokesman
(in ~article
i,n: the', sallie issue of ~~e
Statesman that reported of Joe McCarthy s
first 'big speech in West Virginia) saying
that, the government was watching 4000
known-communists llnd could "herd that
into concentration camps within 24 hours if
war breaks '''out. ,,' As John Corlett, an
Idaho political reporter in ' the fifties,
remembered in a recent interview, "Those
were rbugh and scary times."
The-polhical.climate
in Idaho in the
fifties.was abizzare mixture of McCarthy
style .candidates, flaming liberals, and
good-old Elsenhower.Republicans.
Such a ,
combination of political odd-bedfellows is
really not' so untypical of- Idaho politics,
considering that in recent times Idaho has
elected Cecil Andrus and Frank Church- at
the same time they' Were electing officials
like Steve Symtnns and Jim McClure.
Representing the liberal side of Idaho
, politics iri the fifties was the colorful Glen
Taylor. Taylor, a former vaudevillian,
campaigned with his country-western band,
The G1eridora
Ranch
Gang,
while "
dudded-out in full cowboy regalia. A
banjo-playing Roosevelt democrat, Taylor:
earned the sobriquet
"The
Singing
Cowboy" from his outlandish campaign
tactics and drew national media attention
when he was elected to the United States
Senate in 1944.
To say that Taylor W1S typical of Idaho
politicians is an understatement. Taylor's
basic political philosophy.was
that there'
was, no need for "Shortage in the land of
plenty," and he campaigned-for such things
as collectivization of farm's, co-operative
business, and one-world
government.
When Harry Truman, a political-machine
democrat, began taking a get-tough policy

-may be" any place"~iri' communist-front,
'organizations-In atomic energy, plants, yes,
even in the halls of Gongress. ";"
Clark's red-baiting campaign worked In
the primary,as he just edged out Taylor,
but it backfired on him in the general
election
when 'he was defeated
by
Republican Herman Welker, an even
"more accomplished red-baiter than Clark.
Welker drubbed Clark in the general
election and went onto become the most
virulent McCarthyite Idaho ever 'elected to'
public office.
'
Welker ran almost his entire campaign
on the anti-red platform, largely ignoring
other issues. Welker's newspaper addes a
picture of himself along with the ,warning ,
, "Make' no Mistake! The Number One
problem facing Us now is still communistic
infiltration in' government. The growth of
that political cancer will destroy all other
effort! Get the Reds out ofour government
with .. Herman Welker."
When Welker
went to Washington he, got in very tight
with McCarthy and even chaired his own
anti-communist sub-committee.
Senator
Welker came back from
Washington for the 1954 senate campaign
in' which Democrat Taylor was running
against Republican Henry Dworshak. To
campaign against Taylor, Welker brought
Matt Cvetic, an FBI informer who was
so famous that there had been a television
program based' on his anti-communist
exploits.
Cvetic passed out information on alleged
communists who were in the progressive
party of which Taylor had been a member,
and while never implicating Taylor as a
communist, the guilt by association was
enough to damage Taylor.
Another Welker tactic borrowed directly
from Joe McCarthy, 'was to hold up
impressive looking notebooks and indicate
.that they contained proof that Taylor was a
communist, while never actually stating

anti-communist paranoia that McCarthy's
statement touched-off was so great that he
was able to parley his status as the nation's
number-one red hunter into a three 'year
spree of power and terror.
Using half-truths, innuendo, and investigative tactics that would, make a typecast
hollywood gestapo agent bum with envy
under his leather trenchcoat, McCarthy's'
committee' (along with 'the House UnAmericans Committee) destroyed careers,
caused Americans to be jailed for their
political beliefs, and grabbed newspaper
"headlines with every move they made,
was, by the logic of the time to be for
communism) that only Hisown excess could
bring him down. McCarthy's
excess
surfaced in April of. 1954 in the so called
"Army hearings."
During the . Army'
hearings. which were televised live on
national T. Y., McCarthy not only went
after the Army, but George C. Marshall,
Eisenhower's Secretary of State and a
well-liked war hero. For Ike and the
middle-of-the-road
Republicans who had
The Glendora Singers on the campaign trail. Glen Taylor, son Arod, and Dora TaYlo~,
tolerated,
not ener get icall y supported
front and cen(er,
'
McCarthy, the senator from Wisconsin
had gone too far. Shortly after the hearings
'with Russia in the late forties Taylor was so
what' the evidence was. In the general
McCarthv was censured by the full senate
disgusted with his party that he joined the,
election Dworshak .defeated Taylor: by a
for his actions on the committee; and
Progressive Party and accepted Henry
substantialmargin,
'shortly after 'being censured, McCarthy-a
Wallace's offer 'to he his running-mate
!Jnfortunately'
for
Welker,
Joe
long-time alcoholic, died a broken man,'
wHe!),Wallace ran fotthe
Presidency in
McCarthy had been pretty much discreditAlthuugh
McCarthy's
name
is
1948:' TheWall~ce-Taylor
ticket was
ed by 1956 when Welker' was upfpr
synonomous with rabid anti-communism,
soundly defeated:' arid the bid for the
re-election. In, addition, a great deal'of
it must be remembered that his power came
!vice-Presidency spelled the political end for,
unsavory' dirt had been dug up about
only because he exploited a fear that was
Taylor in two )Vays: he lost the support of
Welker's informer Cvetic, which served to
already existant in the American public, To
the Idaho democratic machine, a machine
discredit Welker 'too: Frank Chur.ch, the
underst'and how a nation could become so
that had never had much use for Taylor in'
'1956 Democratic
Nominee,
defe-aled
engulfed in fear that they would follow a
the first place and which had worked
Welker by almost 40,000 votes in the
demigod like McCarthY, one need only
against him in his primary bids in the past,
general election.
look at, the frightening events that were
and he picked up the stigma of having been
Despite the fact that Idaho politics we,e
taking place in the world in the late forties
associateq ,with the "pink" Progressive
heavily controlled by the, Republican party
and early fifties.
Party. While the Progressives were really no
in the fifties, Welker was the only real
For one thing, the Russians, U.S. allies
more lthanRoosevelt
Democrats
fed-up,
McCarthYite Idahoansever elected. Anothin World War Two; had turned against the
with Truman style politics-':"the Progressive
er McCarthy sympathizer, john Wood,was
U.S. Secondly, just at the time when the
Party advocated such things as ending
elected to one term in congress in 1950 only
American public was first learning how
~adal' discrimination, giving the vote to
to be defeated by Nampa Democrat Gracie
destructive an atomic bomb really was and
eighteen-year olds, national health insur'Post. Though Wood tried to red:bait Post,
were hearing' doomsday warnings from
ance, old age pensions, and end to the
'Post came up with evidence that Wood had
atomic scientists' like Oppenheimer and
draft, and nationalization of the railroads-abused his Congressional mailing privileges
Einstein, the Russians developed an atomic
being a progressive was synonomous with
to disperse personal, anti-red,attacks
bomb of their own using secrets stolen from
being a communist in McCarthy-influenced
against her.
western powers.
"
1951, the year in which Taylor had to begin
Both John Corlett and ",on~Hime ~daho
And to add to fears, scientists were
his senatorial re-election bid.
political activist Sam Day agree that most
'orking on a hydrogen bomb that was
For the 1952 election Idaho Democrats, ' . ,Idaho officials in the Mccarthy period
supposed' to' make the' dreaded, atomic
weil aware of Taylor's vulnerability in the
were solid Eisenhower Republicans who
bomb
look
like
a
child's
cap
cold-war 'world, put their money on D.
didn't rail for the, re, "care tactics
pistol. :' ,
,,'
"
Worth Clark. In the primary race D.
employed by McCarthy. Corlett said that
Newspaper front pages, of the period
Worth-Clark used the red-baiting tactics of
he thought that the Idaho Republican party
teemed with stories oCatomic spying, new
McCarthYism to attack Taylor. In the first
under Governors Bob Smiley and Len
weapons of destruction, and horrors of the
speech of the primarY campaign' Clark'
Jordan was a sensible, hard-working party
new communist dictlltorships that seemed
stated that" "for many years we have been'
which, '1Vhilenot. denouncing McCarthy;,
to be, springing uP. ~ver~here,
Editorial'
,harboring all sorts of Russian spies, agents,
avoided his brand of politics. "Smiley ran a
pages fanned.the flames,a 1951 editorialinstooge~,
and just plain dupes. These dupes
good ship, and some of Idaho's best
PAGE 8-
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Iegislation was passed in the Smiley years,
It wasn't until about . .1964 ,that .Idaho
Republicans started getting, really conservative;" Corlett said.
It was, in fact, 1963 when a last vestige of,
surfaced
in the Idaho,
, McCartyism
legislature
to cause Idaho's
biggest
red-hunting controversy. In that year State
Senator, and later U.S. Senator, Jim
McClure introduced a loyalty oath bill in
the Idaho Legislature, The bill required all
Idaho state employees to sign an oath that
stated they were nota member, nor had
been a member for the previous five years,
of an organization advocating the violent
overthrow of the U.S" government.
In sponsoring the bill, McClure told the
members' of the state Iegislature that the
loyalty oath "is avaluable addition to our
arsenal and added protection
to our
liberties and every able-bodied citizen of
our state." The Idaho loyalty oath bill was
based on 'the Smith Act (an act passed by
the federal government in the fifties) which
McClure praised because it had resulted in
"putting people behind bars.",
,
The loyalty oath bill was also supported
by then State Senator Cecil Andrus who'
stated that "No one has a valid reason not
to submit himself to the oath. It should not
bother anyone who' is a true American
individual.' ~RepublicanSenator
Perry
Swisher was the only Senator to speak
against the loyalty oath, saying, "As oaths
get longer the life expectancy of. a society
gets shorter. 'Those of whom we should be,
most concerned never fail to perjure
themselves (referring to communists)."
Swisher was absent when the bill was voted
on, and so the vote was unanimously for
the loyalty oath.
, The loyalty oath bill passed the house
and was signed into law by the governor.
The majority of state employees signed the
oath, but some professors at the University
of Idaho resigned their positions rather
than sign an oath which they felt violated
their First Amendment rights.
The Idaho oath drew national attention,
including a New York Times editorial
which condemned the loyalty oath as, an
, "indignity" to college professors and the
intellectual community. After the law was
challenged by lawy.ers.hired by American
Association of University Professors it was
ruled "unconstitutional
by the Idaho
Supreme Court.
"
When recently asked how he felt about
.his vote on the loyalty oath bill, Cecil
Andrus replied that he'"didn't
even
remember voting for it, 'and that he ','didn't
think much of loyalty oaths one way or
another." Senator, McClure was una vail, able to comment on.hissponsorship of the

>

"

~l
.:~:

"Tailgunner Joe" MC<:;artl)y.
bill at press time.
Looking, back at the McCarthy era, it
easy to see that the real wrong of the period
was not that .thl(red-htinters
fought
communism, but thiit they ran' roughshod
owrihe Constitution and the laws of the
nation in, their ".zeal to stop what they
thought 'Was a threat to the Constitution.
And whether ii'sMcCarthy
after reds, or
Nixon out ,to ,-win re-election, or, 'Jerry
Falwell out to clean up America, the lesson
is that the enels never justify the means. In
the play A Man For All Seasons there isa
scene in which'Sir,'
Thomas
More's
son~in-la~urges him ,to breakdown every
law.in England tO,get '3t the Devil. to which
Morereplies, "And what dO you dowhen
the Devil turns around on yOll and there art<
no laws behind you?"
PhotOs reproduced
by Russ Markus
courtesy of the Idaho Historical Society. ,

CrpssCountry
Winter
by .Iohn .Odztemek
Autumn is coming to an end, and before
you' knowit,l'snowflakes
will fall.
Cross-couittry'skling has becoineone of the
fastestgrowing'of all winter sports offered
in our state.
Cross-country ski trails have popped up
allover Idaho,'some
of them the most
scenic in the-nation.
"The best way to learn how to
cross-country ski is to either consult Boise
City Recreation;' which offers. instructions
and rentals, ..or begin with experienced
friends who have good knowledge of the
sport," said Bruce Gregory, ski specialist at
the Bootworks in Boise.
Cross-country is the original form of
skiing; developed by the Norwegians
centuries ago. With the development and
popularity of downhill, the sport diminished somewhat ill the 1950's.
The rising cost of downhill ski passes and
equipment, . however, has turned more
and more people to cross-country skiing,
"A cross-country ski trip can last for days
or hours, on 'groomed or ungroomed trails; .
each one has an adventure," said Gregory.
"Downhill skiing offers on the spot rescue
personnel, whereas cross-country doesn't.
This is where the adventure and challenge
begins," he said.
Gregory, who has been cross-country
skiing more than a decade, said the most
important parts of cross-country skiing are
the equipment,
clothing,
food and
experience, but not necessarily in that
order.
An important aspect of the trip however
are the skis, the quality greatly affects your
enjoyment of the trip.
Two 'types 'of skis are used most '
frequently amongst novice skiers, waxless
and waxed skis.
The waxless ski is one of the most
common, contributing to almost BOOJo of
the market. Compared to a waxed ski the
waxless is slower on a groomed trail. The
advantage, however" is that there is no
changing of waxes in different types and
temperatures of snow.

Another type of cross-country ski is the
wood ski which, 'while more aesthetically
pleasing, has certain disadvantages. '
"One big disadvantage," said Gegory,
"is the wood's ability to 'absorb water. This
causes warping and' the eventual deterioration ofthe ski itself."
Although a good ski is important, the
boot may have greater importance.
"It is possible to have a great boot and
junky ski and get away with it. But you
can't have a great ski, and a junky boot,"
said Gregory.
To detenriine if one prefers one ski or
boot to another, Gregory advised to rent as
much equipment
as possible before
purchasing it. He offered that "Renting
equipment before' buying it, is very
beneficia! because you may like one wax ski
and hate another."
Other important parts of cross-country
ski equipment are the bindings, poles,
packs, sleeping pads, stoves, repair kits,
first aid kits, and most importantly,
sleeping bags and tents.
Warmth on an overnight ski trip is
crucial; most of it can be contributed to the
tent and sleeping bag.
The tent shields you from outside
Charl/ete Ki~ is caught in midair as one oj he; spikes is returned by a blociZVidn't deter
weather, and the sleeping bag keeps you
the Broncos though as they beat the C oJI in three out of thethreegames. Photo by George
toasty inside overnight.
Ragan,
During the trip, good clothing is also
important because of the dangers of
year is the AquaBronx Swim Chib.,
frostbite or hypothermia which is the
The idea to form the club actually came
lowering of one's body temperature.
last year. The organization still trying to get
With
the development
of poly
Boise State University soccer club will vie
funding, from Boise State's Recreation
propelyne, cross-country skiing has become
.in the second annual Coeur d' Alene
Board to buy starting blocks and other
more enjoyable and less dangerous.
"Oly's" Invitatlonal. Soccer Tournament
equipment.
'
Polypropelyne is basically a type of
plastic 'developed- by the space industry , Oct.;~·25 inCoeut.d' Alene.
Nine reams- from throughout
the
To date, the club has close to 40,
which 'enables' YOI;I . to stay dryer' and
Northwest and Canada will be competing in
members, and is still growing. Some of the
warmer.
the two day tourney.
water sports the club offers water polo and
The plastic has a texture relative to a
Defending champions Calgary Blizzards
competitive swimming and diving.
sweat suit, and makes a trip more
are expected to fare well along with Coeur
comfortable because of its lightness.
d' Alene and Boise State.
As you progress on the trip, a lot of the
The club competed in their own
bodies water is lost. Gregory suggests that
tournament last week placing fourth among
liquids should be consumed frequently,
six very strong clubs.
,
and a lot of fats and carbohydrates should
Athlete's Foot won the tournament
After being idle this week, the Bronco
be eaten.
"
followed by Idaho State, Weber State,
harriers will begin preparation for the Big
"The most nutritious types of foods,"
Boise State, College. of Idaho and Utah
Sky championship, by travelling to Logan,
said Gregory, "are the granolas, nuts,
State.
Utah to compete' in the Utah State
cheeses, dried fruits, and dehydrated or
Invitational. ;,
freeze-dried foods."
The invitational should give a preview of
Another suggestion from Gregory is to
some the better Big Sky schools, and Boise
stay away from alcohol while on a ski trip.
State should not be discluded.
" Alcohol caused red blood cells to
Some of the stronger BSU runners are
After a week long rest and a chance to
expand. When you feel the warming
heal some unwanted wounds, the Boise
HumbertoRarniriz,
Kent Newman, Tony
sensation of alcohol, you're actually losing
Timmerman,,' Eric McManaman,
John'
State Broncos will face tough Weber State
body, heat."
Gardner and 'rom Rothenberger.
Gregory also recommended
that a in a crucial Big Sky battle at Ogden, Utah
beginning skier should be accompanied by Saturday afternoon at 1:30.
The victory important to both clubs
an expert when traveling overnight.
because they both have one loss in Big Sky
He added that an experienced skier
competition, Furthermore. Big Sky leader,
wouid know what to do in case of an
Idaho State, lost last week to Montana, and emergency or other obstacles along the
Boise Stategolfers will compete in their'
there is a three-way tie for the Big Sky title
course.
, final tournament this Fall when they travel
between Montana, Boise State, and Idaho
Several examples of such are avalanche
to Logan, .Utah this Thursday and Friday
, State.
possibilitles, wild animals or damaged
to vie in the Ev Thorpe InvitationalGolf
equipment, which can pose unendmg
In other sports action, Boise State's
tournament.
_
problems.
strong safety and punt returner, 'Rick
The tournament includes 54 holes, and
For the beginner, Gregory adds:
Woods, has been invited to participate in
will be played on the Smithfield City Golf
"Start out cross-country skiing by taking
January's .Olympla Gold Bowl in San
Course outside of Logan.
lessons, and ski only short trips to begin
Diego, california.
Last week, the Broncos were rained out
with. As you progress, then overnight
The event will be held in San Diego's
at the Wayne Thorpe Invitational in Ogden
Jack Murhy Stadium Jan. 16,1982.
.camping is easier."
after 36 holes of play.
Overnight ski trails can be found allover
George Allen; GeneralChairman,
and
Idaho; some of the better known trails are
former head coach of the Washington
in Mccall, Stanleyh, Galena and YellowRedskin professional football team said last
week that Woods; along with 66 other top
stone.
college football players were invited to play
A closer overnight trail is Banner Ridge
in the game.
'
about 72 miles from Boise, just north of
October
22"23:Golf;BSU at Ev Thorpe Invitational
Idaho City.
Banner Ridge utilizes the newly formed'
in Logan, Utah..
Park
Ski ticket which is good all season
23-24:,volleyball; Treasure Valley
and costs $5.00.
Invitational at BSU. (Allday)
24:1:3Opm;Football,
BSU at Weber State.
, Th'~snow in Idaho is immanent. This is
24: 8:00pm; Volleyball, U.$. International
the briefest information
to whet your
vs. canadian International.
appetite. Checkout
your local' stores'
24-25: Soccer;,BSU at Coeur d' Alene
One of the newly formed sports clubs to
equipment and prices. It's time to dreamof
Invitational.
hit the growing Boise State Campus this
snowy' fields and white hillsides.
•

Soccer

X ..Country

Football

Golf

Sports Calendar

and

AquaBr()nx
Swim-Club.

Eardley to'compiete:six months ofthe term
vacated
by Mike:: Silva's
move to
California. Kopke was elected' to the
Council in .1969 and,J973, and served a
five-year' term' on the' city's Zoning
• Continued from cover
Commission.
Kopke focuses .his concern on the less
. His.discussions.with Boise citizens have
heavily-discussed'<issue of financing the
Ied~im
to", the. conclusion that many
city.
'
residentsvresent th'e policy of theB.R.A.
Boise labors under the duel handicaps of
in dlsposing (land) to the Winmar Corp. for
limited tax revenue' ($11 million) and
$1.5miIlion. ':',
,"
decreasing federal and state subsidies.
':'That hotly debated sale stands as a
When the I percent initiative became
monument to what Talbott and other
law, Kopke said, Boiseans
"Didn't
council hopefuls see 'as .the B.R.A.'s
understand that there really wasn't that
unabated lnterferencejn
the workings of
much' fat in tile budget."
the free market system.
"We ran a pretty tight city budget," he
'~We need to get the city of Boise out of
said.
the real .estate business," Talbott said., ,"I
Kopke said nearly $9 million of the $11
am for letting' the forces of the free
million in proP.erty tax revenue subsidizes
enterprise system work."
police and fire protection. The balance of
Although Talbott acknowledges
the
Boise's $80 million budget comes from
importance
of other
issues in the
federal grants; user fees, and money from
campaign-the Greenbelt, air quality, fire
parking meters and tickets:
'
.and police protection--he directs most of
At some point, the city must turn to local
his comments to the B.R.A. .issue and the
option taxes to -. supplement
Boise's
way it' serves' to distinguish him from
Kopke:
'
increasingly anorexic pool of money,
Kopke said.,
. .
. "If you want the ways of the
Kopke ':thinks 'Boiseans want to have
Winmar/B.R.A. to predominate, vote for
more than police and fire services, and
Fred Kopke," Talbott said.
want to maintain a high quality of life.
He offered rio predictions as to the
"I really believe a citylike Boise ought to
outcome of the race, but he is aware of his
provide something more than police and
low profile, owing to the absence of a large
fire," he said.
.
war chest.
"I'm pretty supportiveof our parks, and
"I do not 'have the financial resources to
recreation, our library service," he said.
go out and spend thousands of dollars to be
"Those kinds of things attract quality
elected to a minor city position that pays
people, quality companies to Boise."
$500,a month," Talbott said.
Kopke, a home builder and developer,
He' promises' Boiseans "no closS« door
doesn't view local zoning laws as restrictive
from me" should he be elected. "That's the
forces in Boise's growth.
way I operate," he said.
'''I don't.think, our attitudes on growth
Talbott's challenger does not share his
are negative;" he said.
disdain for the efforts of the B.R.A.
"We' need to, tell our story a little bit
, Fred Kopke, 50, likes the way the B.R.A.
better, and we need to streamline some of
approached its presentation of the Winmar
our planning ,and zoning processes,"
plans to the people. "The plan is a gooC!
Kopke said.
one, "he said.
Kopke was . ap'p'ointed by Mayor 'Di~k ,'c', .... Boise is a very positive community and

City Council, '.
City Council
',"]

.~

j,".

, a' great place to Ii~e,~{he ~~~tiudes.
•>'-- 'Buxton's skepticism'-ab6ut the efficiency of
a mandatory I~M program .
Twelve candidates : are . ,gcralJlblitfg" for
Because of the inversion layer.he said,
"three four-year terms o!t;t!te'"COuncil, and
the city will have a pollution level 'exceeding
.' many,like Talbott, leveltheir guns at the
, nine parts per million. "no matter what you
B.R.A. and the Winmar plan.
do."
.
Two of the candidates' share nearly
He calls the I-M proposal ucumbersome,
identical views on city government. Both
it's hassling the people:)t
won't do' any
staunchly support an uninhibited
free
enterprise system; .
,.,
good."
Jackson sees a connection, between the
Dick Buxton, a 45-year old purchasing
agent for Mountain BellTelephone
Co., ' proposed downtown mall and Boise's
wants private developers and: "a strong free' pollution problem. The. concentration of
cars around a compact retail area will only
enterprise system" to' plot the course of
aggrevate an 'already fragile air quality
Boise's downtown.
' "
situation', he said.
Buxton wants "the highest and best use
Jackson's view of the downtown project
of any land we develop." ,"Government
and the place of .city government in
should be encouraging not inhibiting,"
business concerns stems from his abiding
Buxton said.
.,
faith in the way the free market operates.
As an example, of city government
"Free enterprise is
answer," Jackson
ineptitude as adeveloper,.he
cites the
said. "We're stymiing free enterprise with a
B.R.A. parking ,garage across.from One
multitude of city ordinances and county
capitol Center,
..
regulations that just aren't necessary," he
"It's never made an 'interest'payment,
said.
,
:'.'
since it's been there," Buxton said. He said
.the garage was financed with $2 million
Jackson blames restrictive planning and
zoning policies for stunting Boise's growth.
worth of bonds at 8 percent interest.
He said planning and 'zoning ..policies
"Private
enterprise
build those
were formed in 'the 1'970s amidst an
things, and has done it,-anddone
it more
atmosphere of substancial. growth. Now,
efficiently," he said. "Profit is .not a dirty
with 7,000 fewer jobs . .in Ada County,
word."
Jackson said, "the growth hasn't happenBuxton believes, government often exerts
undue influence in the lives of people. He
ed. I' think we're. seeing an' exodus right
does not support giving the city free rein to
now.
'.
.
use local option' (axes to collect more
"We still have in place all these rilles and
money.
t
.regulations that were designed to' slow
"If we need more tax dollars, I guess we
growth, control growth, and the: growth
better go to the people and ten them what
isn't happening, and now .we .have these
we're going to use them for, and see if they
monsters in our way," Jackson said. '
really want that," Buxton said, City leaders
Until the monsters are' slain, small
. should, he said, find, out if die people "are
businesses will suffer, he said.
getting more government' than they really
Jackson said he favofs ideas "where you
want.'"
'
.....
, , ','.,
get people involved:'LJike
the Neighborhood Watch idea. ".
Although Buxton recogniies'the popularity of the air quality issue, he said he
"The Crime Stopper and Neighborhood
doesn't understand, its high profile. He
Watch, I think, could be encouraged more
doesn't support martdat~ry,#toinspection
than they have been," he said.
auto inspection andinaihtenance.
"I think the city ought~o take 'an active
role in encouraging them," , :,' '"
Thirty-five-year old Dean jackson shares
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One cannot Live by
Hamburger Alone
(TRY

OUR NEW BREAST·OF·CHICREN SANDWICH)
INTRODUCING A BREAK FROM HAMBURGER

Breast-of-ChickenSandwich
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It's a Delicious:
Wholesome Meal!
Tender white chicken, deep fried
to a golden brown, topped with
melted American cheese on a
sesame-seed bun.
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,In The Snack Bar
at the SUB
Boise State University
Food Service
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$1.69
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LUNCH SPECIAL
~
Z "SLICE - 0 - PIE" AND A BEER 0
"FOR
A BUCKI
()
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11:00 - 4:00

~
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1016 BROADWAY
6508 FAIRVIEW
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PIIoc#&thePigeon People

B

.by Jay Lynch & Gary Whitney

Eastern Union 'Felegram. Attention:B.
Rowdy .
.' Sherlock and Bubu in Rhatbash this week.stop
"looking for you stop have left deli for Hong Kong
stop be careful don't stop stop -B., Yogi.

by ta .
.u l1'ce p

aV'!ic

of Tourism), tour of the
Hop aboard because we're
statehouse.
pulling out for a jaunt through
Boise Primer tours.These are
group tours, mind you, so if you
Cathedral of the Rockies, l lth .
aren't hitched to an organization
arid Franklin St., contact Don
grab a couple of friends, relatives
Edkins at 343-7511, tour the
or neighbors and carry on. Do
cathedral.
make sure you give these firms' a
Idaho Dept. of Law
buzz for appointments prior to, as Enforcement & TrainingCenter,
popping in unannounced just
3311 W.State sr., contact Helen
ai,n;t kosher. The" News thanks the . Barklow at 344-3628. See finger
Assistance League of Boise and
. printing, photo dept., police car
the Chamber of Commerce for
scanner.
supplying this info; Nowt-akea '
Mountain Home Air Force
, win~owseatandsettleb,al:kforBase;
828~~li3,(puplic Relations):~
whistle stop at the nrstliaIfon
See planes;commuilication
....
gove~ent,
public
securityunit;andradar
system,',
con'muDity attraction.s. W}len,Its " U .S.Post Office, 770 S. 13th,.
, time for the :realthinir(fon~t~orget
'contact Homer Jackson at
.-;
yourwalkingshoeslv-."
384:1740.'
.

0I1t LA. Times Synd.

o 1981Punch Pubb.lld.

When Vishnu Bubu and I go looking for
somebody, it usually involves a lot of detective
work, like looking under rocks and behind
bushes, so to speak. Most times, people have got
something to hide and they're pretty good: at
hiding it."
But there it was, in the Hong Kong. yellow
pages - "Ben Goo Enterprises, Imports and
Exports." .Vish wrote down the address while I
went to get our suitcases from the guy at the
. baggage claim desk.
.
'
We hauled our bags out front and flagged
do wn a taxi. The driver said that Ben Goo's place
was down on the waterfront,' just a few miles
away.
As we rode through the streets of Hong King's
industrial district, I tried to piece together some
of the' loose ends in this caper. Ever since I had
found Ben Goo's card in the Baba's desk, I had
been wondering just what it was that Goo
imported and exported. And what did that cryptic
note mean that I had found with Goo's card? I
pulled the crumpled piece of paperout and 'read it
again. I still couldn't make any sense out of it.
Suddenly our driver slammed' on the brakes,
bringing the taxi to a screeching halt. .
"Here you. are, buddy," he said. He sounded
like he was from the Bronx maybe. Vish paid him
for the ride. We got out of the cab with our stuff';
and before we could even shut the door, the
driver sped' off. I don't think be wanted to hang
around this part of town.
We stood there on the sidewalk, checking out
the scene around us, Most of the buildings looked
likethey-were being used as warehouses, except
for a couple of skid row hotels on the corner. The
street was pretty much deserted, even though it
was still early evening.
We finally found the address we were looking
for, painted on a weatherbeaten wooden door.
What had once been storefront windows were
now boarded over with sheets ot plywood.
Graffiti had been spray-painted all over the front
of the building.
I tried the door, and to my surprise, it opened.
We stepped cautiously inside, the darkness
swallowing us like a shark swallows minnows.

"Look, I haven't got all day-have you brought your .•
folding bicycle,or haven't you?"
. --------------,..---'----

_~'ToupeeOr
Not Toupee"
by Don Barclay

...•.' WhenGlen"TaYIor, the "Singing Cpwboy 6f
ld(ihopolitics; wasrunning for the U;S; Senate in
the late forties'hedecided he had problem.iHis
primary 'opponent; D. Worth Clark, had a nice
wavy head or-liair, but Taylorwasbald as anegg
up top. Taylor tells in his auto-biography, Tile.
Way-It Was With Me, that he was fine 'as long as
Communication Services
Government/Public Bl1iId\ngs
he wore his traditional cowboy hat, butthat: he
Idaho Statesman,1200 N.
was losing the female vote when he took it off and
Boise Oty ZOo, Julia Davis
CurtisRd., 377-6395 (Public
exposed his baldness.
Park Drive.,3tw-4230 admission:
Relations).,See press rooms, news
A toupee was.called for, but Taylor voiced the
rooms, advertisitig and layout
opinion that the state-of-art toupees "weren't
Boise's charming zoo set inane of .depts., and circulation.
worth the powder to blow them to hell.' Taylor:
its finest parks.
Momitaln Bell, 999 Millo St.,
set out.to make his.own .custom job using some
Boise GaIleryof Art, Julia
contact VirginiaGtano. Tour
swatches of human hair he bought in a, drug store,'
',.
"
Davis Park, 343-2923, contact
operator's room, see how phones
a piece of felt,'a piece of his wife's flesh colored
Taylor glued onhis new found supply of short,
Jim Edwards. Exhibits change
work.
panties, and the bottom of a baking
The
curly, hair 'and
found that they worked
every month. .
.
University News, 2nd floor of
result .after ten days' of work,}Vas
Jlretty
splendidly, even though his wife Dora nearly died
Boise Little Theatre,IOOEa.st
BSU's Student Union Bldg.,
satisfactory except for one detail. Rea! heads of
laughing when she heard where the tiny hairs had
Fort, 3~8132.speciallyplanned
Owhyhee Room,385-1464. See
hair have tiny, curlY,hairs ofdifferenllengths
come from. Armed with a new head of.hair,
groups shown sounl,1,and ligl1ting., ,newsroom, layout, typesetting
g~owing .outaroun(f the edges and Taylor was
Taylor be'at D, Worth in the primary and went on
equipinent, make-up/dressing
. and graphics equipment,
unable to make any of the pieces of human. hair
: to win the general election.
"
'.
rooms, backstage set;de~ign.Call
he bought both curly and short for any length 'of
After losing his Senate seat irtthe ne~t election;
to finll out particulars. ,
Hope you decidlfio mosey
time. While taking a bath after a hard day of
Taylor was flat broke and out of work, unable to
Boise State'Unlverslty, 1910' ,\. through some oftheunique'
toupee making; Taylor chanced to 100kdown and
find a jobpartiy because. he had been tagged as a
University p.nv~. 3.8571 1....
.. attractions our cityhas.to offer.
see the solution to his dilemma. In his own words
socialist due .. to .• his involvement . with' the;
(~dmissions).toiJrcainPus,
Stop by I)ext .time for lliook at
"I took' the scissors and .~ent towork~ '.
ProgtessiveParty;
In desperation,Taylo~ took to
TV station:;.h~-'·:
'. tours or'historicbuildinSS! fo~d ~.
carefu~ly, of course. This :ova;; adehcate.makingtoupCes,
and in his own estimation made
. ~pltol,JQildlngj;Capito~
Blvd. •processors and tours of sCientific, .; •
operat~on. The success of my hwrplece, a5well as.' '., ...•a fortUlie ..selling. his hairpieces under.·the' bmnd
and Jeffersoll; 334-M70iDivisiol1"'·'interest.
. ~ .'
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Let usmflkeyours the
wedding of the year.

'WailftOgefREALlY

'l5llf~1tl.

. HALLOWEEN
AND DONtknow where to go tor costumes?

ACk'ST~ O~'i1-

.3018 Overland
Boise 343-2303

. Horm.rlyTuesday's

WITCHY" for .

us

Child)

. MIDNIGHT.
ENTERTAINMENT

• ~'j

'ff fTH STReeT'
'~f"'\3
en .v·
&;.th.
v...., ",v.

4@.

Friday
and
Saturday
'Night

.~.

Corner of 5th o!1d·Myrfle
We have. wigs, glasses, hats, shoes, and old Clothing
to make up that •prflewinningcostume for HALLOWEEN
ADthe latest styles in used clothing
plus Vlltage " ckJthing!

'.'Box Office
OPEN 11:30

II

.Admission $2:00

....-=~[)I.)I
'_._,L'"A. ~~~

-Novelty Items for Halloween
When _ love Is 0 Bloom
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Is Your Costume
Ready. Yet?
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DISCOVER THE CHOCOLATE MINT FLAVOR Of IRISH MOCHA MINI:
Available at:

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
C ~neroIFoQds'CP<POfOllon
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